RIGHT HEIGHT™ STRAP WITH QUICK & EASY RIPCHORD™ ADJUSTMENT
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SERIES

CLASSICS
Whether you’re wrapping up your first gig or launching a world tour, our Classics series is vintage Levy’s quality. Our best-selling series calls back to our heritage, with everything you need, and nothing you don’t.

SIGNATURE
Defined by the iconic, unique Levy’s Walnut Patch, the Signature series is the hallmark of quality and a known commodity, instantly recognizable by musicians everywhere.

HEIRLOOM
Our Heirloom series is more than a strap. It’s a legacy, crafted to last a lifetime. A companion, built to be played on, and passed down from generation to generation.

DELUXE
You deserve the best, and so does your guitar. The Deluxe series stands apart from the crowd, with refined designs that perfectly complement your prized possession.

REBEL
Levy’s Rebel series straps embody the free spirit in every musician. You define your own sound, on your own terms. Live your legacy.

COUNTRY WESTERN
Levy’s Country Western strap series embodies the diversity of American Country music, from the glamour of Nashville to the Desperado cowboy and traditional designs of the Native-American Southwest.

PRINTS
Your guitar strap should be every bit as bold and unique as you and your music. Levy’s Prints Series brings brilliant designs and images to life in stunning detail.

TEXTURES
A little like a remastered vintage album or cover of a classic song, our Textures series takes something great and puts a special spin on it, using unique fabrics, treatments and textures.

SPECIALTY
The things that move you, mold your music. Levy’s Speciality Series features a variety of designs that speak to the things that inspire us, from our favorite musicians and our faith, to the causes we champion.
CRAFTING A LEGACY
ONE STRAP AT A TIME.

From your grandpa's old acoustic to your first guitar lessons. From rocking out in your parents' garage to headlining your first gig--Levy's is more than a strap. It's a rite of passage. An invitation to play on the shoulders of giants, and with them. An empowering rally cry to define your sound, and live your legacy.
Ergonomic split body style allows for best positioning on shoulder to reduce fatigue while playing.

**RIGHT HEIGHT™ COTTON**
MRHC-BLK

MAP: $29.99

**RIGHT HEIGHT™ POLYESTER**
MRHP-BLK

MAP: $24.99

**RIGHT HEIGHT™ SUEDE PADDED**
MRHSP-BLK

MAP: $34.99

**RIGHT HEIGHT™ GARMENT PADDED**
MRHGP-BLK

MAP: $69.99

**RIGHT HEIGHT™ ERGONOMIC PADDED**
MRHSS-BLK

MAP: $39.99
Our Right Height™ Line with RipChord™ Technology solves the age-old problem of getting the perfect fit while playing your instrument. Easily adjust your strap with a quick pull of the handle, raising and lowering your instrument without missing a beat.
Levy's Butter straps feel exactly how you'd imagine, just like "butta." Made from our newest Pull-up leather, the upper is soft and supple from the additional oils used in the tanning process. The Pull-up texture allows the strap to age well and take on unique characteristics like the beauty of a well-loved guitar. Just rub the leather upper to renew oils and restore the finish as desired. The Butter Line is backed with a velvety garment leather, truly making it one of our softest and strongest straps.
DELUXE SERIES | STRAPS

BUTTER STRAP LINE

MAP: $49.99

DARK BROWN
M17BDS-DBR

BROWN
M17BDS-BRN

BURGUNDY
M17BDS-BRG

BLACK
M17BDS-BLK

TAN
M17BDS-TAN
WESTERN SERIES  | STRAPS

**SUNDANCE LINE**

**MAP: $89.99**

- **Palm Jade**
  - M4WP-001

- **Palm Pecan**
  - M4WP-002

- **Geranium Merlot**
  - M4WP-003

- **Arrowhead Turquoise**
  - M4WP-004

- **Arrowhead Bronze**
  - M4WP-005

- **Geranium Whiskey**
  - M4WP-006
SUNDANCE LINE

Our Sundance Line is an expression of the deep roots of the Rock & Roll culture and is sure to be an instant classic. From the glamour of Country & Western to the yearning of the Blues, the spirit of these straps is a nod to our musical heritage with rich textured leathers and luxury materials. The Sundance Line features a supple, padded core wrapped around the softest leather we offer. The top-grain veg-tanned leather ends and decorative stitch have a Western inspiration. Simple and elegant, the Sundance Line adds beauty with ease and comfort where you need it most.
FRUIT SALAD LINE

The Fruit Salad Line has you covered with an array of edibles that will surely delight fans and audiences. Get out your board shorts and flip-flops because each one of these gems will remind you that it's all about having a good time.
PRINT SERIES | STRAPS

FRUIT SALAD LINE

MAP: $19.99

PINEAPPLE
MP2FS-001

CHERRIES
MP2FS-002

BANANAS
MP2FS-003

AVOCADO
MP2FS-004

WATERMELON
MP2FS-005

CITRUS
MP2FS-006
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LUCKY LINE

MAP: $39.99

SPADE
MGS26L-001

CLOVER
MGS26L-002

SEVEN
MGS26L-003

HORSESHOE
MGS26L-004
LUCKY LINE

Classic and timeless, our Lucky Line will be on your side wherever you go. From the four-leafed clover to the lucky number 7, the white spade and horseshoe with rivets, Levy’s Lucky Line is a great way to bring some charm your way. All straps feature double stitching and a puffed or studded detail for a little something extra.
CORK LINE

Eco-friendly and earth-conscious, natural cork is the newest addition to our ukulele and mandolin line. Our cork is ultra-thin, flexible, strong, and adds a textural element to our product line. The patterns are bright and bold and feature small amounts of gold fleck intertwined in the print. Try our Multi-Use Line that works on all instruments with strap buttons from ukulele to mandolin, acoustic and kids’ guitars.
FOLK INSTRUMENTS SERIES | STRAPS

CORK UKULELE LINE

MAP: $32.99

RAINFOREST
MX23-005

CHEVRON
MX23-002

STRIPE
MX23-001

PAISLEY
MX23-004

ALPINE
MX23-003
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CORK MANDOLIN / MULTI-USE LINE

MAP: $24.99

PAISLEY
MX23ALL-004

Our Multi-Use Line works on all instruments with strap buttons from ukulele to mandolin, acoustic and kids' guitars.

CHEVRON
MX23ALL-002

STRIPE
MX23ALL-001

RAINFOREST
MX23ALL-005

ALPINE
MX23ALL-003
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CROSS INLAY

MAP: $24.99

BLACK
MC8C-BLK

CROSS INLAY

MAP: $24.99

TAN
MC8C-TAN
DELUXE GIG BAG FOR DREADNOUGHT GUITARS IN TAN

MODEL: LVYDREADGB200

MAP: $129.99

- Polyester fabric construction with tan-colored exterior
- 25 mm-thick PE foam walls with brown, plush-lined interior prevents scratches
- Foam block with hook-and-loop guitar neck strap for added support
- Padded, adjustable backpack straps
- Large, exterior zipper pocket with reinforced pouch inside & smaller pocket on front
- Comfortable polyester carry handle & grab handle
- Rubber bar feet on bottom elevates bag from spills & puddles
- Antique brass metal zippers with leather pulls
- Levy’s-branded leather logo patch on front pocket & silk-screened logo at top
DELUXE GIG BAG FOR
BASS GUITARS IN TAN
MODEL: LVYBASSGB200
MAP: $129.99

DELUXE GIG BAG FOR
CLASSICAL GUITARS IN TAN
MODEL: LVYCLASSICGB200
MAP: $129.99

DELUXE GIG BAG FOR
ELECTRIC GUITARS IN TAN
MODEL: LVYELECTRICGB200
MAP: $129.99

FEATURED: LVYDREADGB200
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GALAXY PUNCH OUT

MAP: $19.99

ROYAL BLUE
M12GSC-ROY

RED
M12GSC-RED

BURGUNDY
M12GSC-BRG

TAN
M12GSC-TAN

WHITE
M12GSC-WHT

WALNUT
M12GSC-WAL

BLACK
M12GSC-BLK
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LIGHTNING BOLT PUNCH OUT

MAP: $19.99

RED
M12LBC-RED

BURGUNDY
M12LBC-BRG

TAN
M12LBC-TAN

ROYAL BLUE
M12LBC-ROY

WALNUT
M12LBC-WAL

WHITE
M12LBC-WHT

BLACK
M12LBC-BLK
CLASSICS SERIES | STRAPS

SQUARE PUNCH OUT
M12SPOC-BLK

MAP: $19.99

TIGER TOOTH PUNCH OUT
M12TTC-BLK

MAP: $19.99
CLASSICS SERIES | STRAPS

SQUARE PUNCH OUT PREMIER
MAP: $29.99

- BLACK
  M12SPOV-BLK
- BROWN
  M12SPOV-BRN
- TAN
  M12SPOV-TAN

TIGER TOOTH PUNCH OUT PREMIER
MAP: $29.99

- BLACK WORN VEG
  M12TTV-BLK
- BROWN WORN VEG
  M12TTV-BRN
- TAN WORN VEG
  M12TTV-TAN
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COMPLIMENTARY TRIPLE STITCH

MAP: $29.99

BLACK
MV217TS-BLK_BLK

TAN / BROWN
MV217TS-TAN_BRN

BROWN
MV217TS-BRN_BRN

CONTRAST TRIPLE STITCH

MAP: $29.99

BROWN / RED
MV217TS-GRN_RED

BLACK / BROWN
MV217TS-BLK_BRN

TAN / TEAL
MV217TS-TAN_TEL
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REVERSIBLE VINYL WITH WHITE PIPING
MAP: $39.99

- BURG. / SEAFOAM
  M26VCP-BRG_SEA

- BROWN / MUSTARD
  M26VCP-BRN_MUS

- ORANGE / TEAL
  M26VCP-ORG_TEL

- BURG. / SEAFOAM
  M26VCP-BRG_SEA

- ORANGE / TEAL
  M26VCP-ORG_TEL

- BROWN / MUSTARD
  M26VCP-BRN_MUS

- BLACK / GREY
  M26VCP-BLK_GRY

- RED / BLACK
  M26VCP-RED_BLK

- CREAM / TEAL
  M26VP-CRM_TEL

- ORANGE / GREY
  M26VP-ORG_GRY

- BURG. / SEAFOAM
  M26VP-BRG_SEA

- RED / BLACK
  M26VP-RED_BLK

- BURG. / SEAFOAM
  M26VP-BRG_SEA

- BROWN / MUSTARD
  M26VP-BRN_MUS

- ORANGE / GREY
  M26VP-ORG_GRY

- CREAM / TEAL
  M26VP-CRM_TEL

- BLACK / GREY
  M26VP-BLK_GRY
DOUBLE RACING STRIPE

MAP: $69.99

RED / BLACK
MG317DRS-BLK_RED

WHITE / BLACK
MG317DRS-BLK_WHT

BLACK / ORANGE
MG317DRS-ORG_BLK

BLACK / WHITE
MG317DRS-WHT_BLK

BLUE / WHITE
MG317DRS-WHT_BLU

ORANGE / WHITE
MG317DRS-WHT_ORG

RED / WHITE
MG317DRS-WHT_RED
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DISTRESSED

MAP: $49.99

BLACK
MG317BOG-BLK

BROWN
MG317BOG-BRN

WHITE
MG317BOG-WHT

TREAD EMBOSSED

MAP: $29.99

BLACK
MV26TE-BLK

BURGUNDY
MV26TE-BRG

BROWN
MV26TE-BRN
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BLACK
MV26CK-BLK

MAP: $29.99

Celtic Knot Emboss

MAP: $39.99

Suede Options

- Brown
  MS26CK-BRN

- Green
  MS26CK-GRN

- Black
  MS26CK-BLK

Dandelion Emboss

MAP: $39.99

- Burgundy
  MS26DE-BRG

- Honey
  MS26DE-HNY

- Rust
  MS26DE-RST

- Black
  MS26DE-BLK

Seafoam
MS26DE-SEA
TEXTURES SERIES | STRAPS

FLORET EMBOSs

Map: $39.99

Copper
MS26SQ-CPR

Burgundy
MS26SQ-BRG

Emerald
MS26SQ-EMR

ARGYLE EMBOSs

Map: $29.99

Brown
MV26AE-BRN

Black
MV26AE-BLK

Tan
MV26AE-TAN

White
MV26AE-WHT
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IRIDESCENT

MAP: $29.99

BLACK VELVET

MAP: $29.99

SEE-THROUGH STRAP

M26CV-01

MAP: $9.99

POCKET CLEAR STRAP

M26CVP-01

MAP: $19.99

I'm Clear!
'TRAVELER' WAXED CANVAS

MAP: $29.99

BURGUNDY
M7WC-BRG

BROWN
M7WC-BRN

FOREST GREEN
M7WC-FGN

GREY
M7WC-GRY

MUSTARD
M7WC-MUS

TAN
M7WC-TAN
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FLORENTINE

MAP: $59.99

BLACK / BLACK
MC317FG-BLK_BLK

TAN
M317FG-TAN

DIAMOND CUT OUT

MAP: $69.99

BLACK / BLACK
MC317DCO-BLK.BLK

BURGUNDY / NAVY
MC317DCO-BRG_NAV

DARK BROWN / BROWN
MC317DCO-DBR_BRN

WALNUT / EMERALD
MC317DCO-WAL_EME

BLACK / GREY
MC317DCO-BLK_GRY

M317FG-BLACK
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TUFTED

MAP: $79.99

- BLACK / SILVER
  - MG26DS-BLK_ABK

- BURGUNDY / BRASS
  - MG26DS-BRG_ABR

- BLACK / BRASS
  - MG26DS-BLK_ABR

- WHITE / SILVER
  - MG26DS-WHT_ABK

DIAMOND DASH

MAP: $49.99

- HONEY
  - MS26DDE-HNY

- SAND
  - MS26DDE-SND

- BLACK
  - MS26DDE-BLK
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DART

MAP: $59.99

BLACK
MG317DRT-BLK

AMPED TWEED

MAP: $54.99

DARK BROWN / GOLD MCT26A-DBR

WHITE / GOLD MCT26A-WHT
AMPED GRILL CLOTH

MAP: $69.99

BLACK / CHAMPAIGN
MCG26A-BLK_CHA

BLACK / GOLD
MCG26A-BLK_GLD

BURGUNDY
MCG26A-BRG_BRG

RED / SILVER
MCG26A-RED_SIL

WHITE / BLUE
MCG26A-WHT_BLU

BLACK / BLACK
MCG26A-BLK_BLK
LEVY'S SIGNATURE SERIES
SIGNATURE SERIES | STRAPS

LEVY’S SIGNATURE ICON

MAP: $24.99

BLUE & RED
MPLL-003

BROWN / TAN
MPLL-002

BURGUNDY / BLACK
MPLL-001

LEVY’S SIGNATURE

MAP: $24.99

BLACK / GOLD
MPLL-004

BURGUNDY / NAVY
MPLL-005

RED / BLACK
MPLL-006
EMBELLISH SUEDE

MAP: $49.99

BURGUNDY
MSJ26-BRG

HONEY
MSJ26-HNY

RUST
MSJ26-RST
PRINTS SERIES | STRAPS

RAINBOLT
MAP: $24.99

- BLACK / RED
  MPRB2-002
- WHITE / BLUE
  MPRB2-003
- BLACK / BLUE
  MPRB2-004

OFFSET ARROW
MAP: $24.99

- BLACK / GRAY
  MPF2-002
- GINGER / PINK
  MPF2-003
- GINGER / BROWN
  MPF2-004

WHITE / RED
MPRB2-001

BLACK / WHITE
MPF2-001
PRINTS SERIES | STRAPS

CELTIC COTTON

MAP: $24.99

GREEN / WHITE
MBRC-001

BLUE / WHITE
MBRC-002

RED / WHITE
MBRC-003

JACQUARD

MAP: $29.99

ROSA - YELLOW
MC8JQ-004

NAVAJO
MC8JQ-002

ROSA - PINK
MC8JQ-003

CHOCOLATE DIAMOND
MC8JQ-001

CATHEDRAL
MC8JQ-005
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**DECO PILLAR**

MAP: $24.99

- **BLUE / ORANGE**
  - MPDP2-002
- **BROWN / TEAL**
  - MPDP2-003

---

**TRIBAL CHEVRON**

MAP: $24.99

- **BLUE / GOLD**
  - MP2TC-002
- **BLACK / RED**
  - MP2TC-003
- **ORANGE / MAGENTA**
  - MP2TC-004
3-BAR STRIPE
MP2-001
MAP: $24.99

RAD STRAP
BLACK / PRIMARY
MAP: $24.99

RAD STRAP
BLACK / NEON
MAP: $24.99
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HOUNDSTOOTH
MP2-008
MAP: $24.99

PATRIOT
MAP: $24.99
MP2-011

AMERICANA
MAP: $24.99
MP2-012
PRINTS SERIES | STRAPS

ELLIPSE
MP2-004
MAP: $24.99

ACOUSTIC
MP2-005
MAP: $24.99

HEAVY METAL
MP2-006
MAP: $24.99

HEX
MP2-007
MAP: $24.99

SUNFLOWER
MP2-009
MAP: $24.99

NEON BLOCK
MP2-010
MAP: $24.99

PELHAM WEAVE
MC8VIN-001
MAP: $24.99

SPIDER WEB
MC8VIN-002
MAP: $24.99
PREP STRIPE
MC8VIN-003
MAP: $24.99

SKYLINE STRIPE
MC8VIN-005
MAP: $19.99

SOUTHWEST POLY
MC8VIN-006
MAP: $19.99

RED, WHITE & BLUE STRIPE
MC8VIN-007
MAP: $24.99

GRASSHOPPER COTTON
MC8VIN-008
MAP: $24.99

COBALT PLAID POLY
MC8VIN-009
MAP: $19.99

GARNET PLAID POLY
MC8VIN-010
MAP: $19.99
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ROOTS

MAP: $49.99

BLACK / GINGER
PM31RT-BLK

ROOTS

MAP: $49.99

GINGER / BLACK
PM31RT-GIN
LOCKABLE STRAP BUTTONS

MAP: $19.99

- Unique side pinch release
- Secure lock-in-place design
- Simple design allows for easy installation on most guitar straps
- Available in nickel, matte black, and gold finishes

GOLD LEVYSLKSTPBTNGD

MATTE BLACK LEVYSLKSTPBTNMB

NICKEL LEVYSLKSTPBTNKK